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INTRODUCTION 
We work over a commutative ring R. Let X= Spec B be an afIine R- 
scheme and let G = Spec A be an alline R-group. A scheme map 
I(/:XxG+X 
is represented by an R-algebra map 
p:B-+B@A, 
where @I = gR. To say G acts on the right on X via rl/ means that B 
is a right A-comodule with structure p. In this case we say B is a right 
A-comodule R-algebra. The quotient affine R-scheme Y = X/G is given by 
Y = Spec C, with 
C= {bEB(p(b)=b@l} 
called the invariants in B. The most important condition in order for X/Y 
to be a principal homogeneous space for G is that Ic/ and the projection 
pr : Xx G -+ X give rise to an isomorphism of affine R-schemes 
(pr,$):XxG+Xx.X 
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[3, 1.7, p. 362; 2, p. 154; 18, 18.3, p. 1421. In the context of the A-comodule 
algebra B, this is equivalent to saying that the map 
j?:BQ,BdB@A, B(b’Qb)=(b’Ql)p(b) 
is bijective. If this is the case, we call B/C a right A-Galois extension of 
R-algebras. 
Such a concept has been studied under the name “Galois A-objects” [l, 
7.3, p. 561 or “PPHS for G’ [2, p. 1581 with some additional conditions 
including C = R. 
The concept is meaningful without any commutativity of B or A, and 
such a non-commutative Hopf-Galois extension has been studied in 
[9, 16, 191 with some finiteness assumption of A. We review the main 
results in Section 1. 
In a series of papers [S-7] the first author introduces two important 
concepts, (total) integrals and the category Mg (2.1), to study the right 
A-Galois extension B/C. In Section 2 we study the structure of Mg. We 
show (2.11)(a) if the left C-module B is flat, then we have the structure 
theorem 
MrM,@cB, ME M;, 
where M, denotes the invariants in M. This covers the case where A is 
finitely generated projective. Further we show (2.11)(b) if there is a total 
integral (1.6) 4: A + BC with Bc the centralizer of C in B, then the 
category M $ is equivalent to the category of right C-modules. This 
strengthens our previous result [8, Theorem 91, where we assert the same 
conclusion when there is an invertible integral 4: A + B. 
When B/C is a right A-Galois extension, there is a canonical action 
BcQ A + BC which makes BC into a right A-module algebra with 
the invariants Z(B), the center of B [16, II]. We call this the 
Miyashita-Ulbrich action since this gives rise to the so-called Miyashita 
automorphisms [ 15, 171 in case A = R[G], a group algebra. We give a 
different approach based on the n-method to this action in Section 3. We 
show for an algebra E and an algebra map a: B + E, there is an action 
EC@ A --f EC such that EC is a right A-module algebra with the invariants 
EB. In Section 6, for a given extension of R-algebras E/C, we ask whether 
every measuring action EC@ A --f EC comes from a right A-Galois exten- 
sion B/C and an algebra map a: B + E over C. This question is solved 
affirmatively when E is an Azumaya algebra and the right C-module E is a 
progenerator (6.20). In fact, the pair (B/C, a) is determined uniquely up to 
isomorphisms from the action EC@ A --) EC. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we assume the Hopf R-algebra A is finitely 
generated porjective. We denote by A* the dual Hopf R-algebra of A. 
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Then, with the above notation, EC is a left A*-comodule algebra with the 
invariants EB. We say EC/EB is a left A *-extension (not necessarily Galois). 
In Section 4, we define the concept of (weak) Galois contexts (B/C, C’IB’, 
~1, a’) in E for A from the viewpoint of generalized #-products [ 14, 
Sect. 81. Here B/C (resp. C/B’) is a right A- (resp. left A*-) extension, and 
a: B + E, a’: c’ --t E are R-algebra maps. When B/C and C/B’ are both 
Galois extensions, we say we have a Galois context. The construction of 
Section 3 can be rephrased so that if we have a right A-Galois extension 
B/C and an algebra map a : B -+ E, then we have a weak Galois context 
(B/C, EC/EB, a, incl.) in E. We have a similar construction from a left A*- 
Galois extension C/B’ and an algebra map a’ : c’ + E. Our concept of 
Galois contexts has a similar property as the context studied in [ll]. We 
show (4.5) if we have a Galois context (B/C, C’/B’) in E, then the weak 
Galois contexts (B/C, EC/EB) and (EB’/Ec, C’/B’) are Galois contexts, too, 
and we have the double centralizer property 
EB’zEc&B and EC r c’ 631~’ EB. 
The structure therem of Mg (Section 2) is used to prove this. 
Let B/C be a right A-Galois extension. We ask whether either of the 
following statements implies the other: (1) B is an Azumaya R-algebra (i.e., 
is separable and its center Z(B) is R); (2) (B/C, BC/R, id,, incl.) is a Galois 
context in B. Note that this is only a question of separability, since 
Z(B) = R in both cases (in the latter this follows immediately from (3.4)). 
We show in (5.2) that if there is a total integral 4: A + BC then B is an 
Azumaya algebra if and only if C is a separable algebra and BC/R is a left 
A*-Galois extension. If C is commutative, C is contained in Bc, and C is a 
subcomodule of the A*-comodule BC if in addition A is cocommutative. In 
such a case, we prove a more clear result (5.8): if we have a Galois context 
for A of the form (B/C, C/R), then C is commutative and B is an Azumaya 
algebra containing C as a maximal commutative subalgebra. 
0. CONVENTIONS 
We work over a commutative ring R. The index R will be omitted as 
often as possible. For example, algebra, Hopf algebra, linear, projective, 8, 
and Horn mean R-algebra, Hopf algebra over R, R-linear, projective over 
R, BR, and Horn,, respectively. 
Let A be a Hopf algebra with comultiplication A, counit E, and antipode 
S. We use the sigma notation [ 131; for a E A, 
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Let V be a right A-comodule and W a left A-comodule. Their structure 
maps are denoted as 
We use letters p and I commonly for all V and W, and write p y and I w if 
necessary. The submodule of invariants is defined by 
Vo’{UE V]p(u)=u@l}. 
A right A-comodule algebra means a right A-comodule and an algebra B 
whose comodule structure map p: B + B@I A is an algebra map. A left 
A-module algebra means a left A-module and an algebra D such that the 
map D + Hom(A, D), XH (a-ax) is an algebra map with respect to 
the convolution product. In this case, the multiplication A@ D -P D, 
a @Ox H ax is called a left measuring action of the Hopf algebra A on the 
algebra D. (See [ 13, Sect. 7.21 for details.) The submodule of invariants is 
defined by 
{xED(ax=&(a)x,VaEA}. 
If A is finitely generated projective, A* denotes its dual Hopf algebra. If 
B is a rright A-comodule algebra, there is a canonical left measuring action 
A*@B+B, xQb++x (x,b(,,)b(o,. 
This gives a natural identification between right A-comodule algebras and 
left A*-module algebras. Similarly, a left A-comodule algebra is identified 
with a right A*-module algebra. 
1. HOPF-GALOIS EXTENSIONS OF AN ALGEBRA 
Let A be a Hopf algebra. If B is a right A-comodule algebra with 
invariants C = B,, we call B/C a right A-extension. A left A-extension is 
defined by using a left comodule algebra instead of right. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A right A-extention B/C is called a right A-Galois 
extension if the map 
/?:BQ,B+B@A, B(b’Qb)=~b’b,o,Qb,,, 
is bijective. 
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(1.2) EXAMPLE. A = R[G] a group algebra. A right A-extension of C is 
precisely a G-graded algebra B = eD E G B, with B, = C. The map /? for this 
extension is surjective if and only if the grading is strong, namely, 
B,B, = B,, for all rr, r E G (cf. [ 15, 123). In this case, fi is bijective, namely, 
we have B,QcBS=B,, [15, Lemma 1.11. 
(1.3) EXAMPLE. A = R[G] * with a finite group G. A right A-extension 
of C is a pair of an algebra B and a group homomorphism G --* Aut(B) 
such that 
C= {b~B]o(b)=b for all (TEG}. 
The extension B/C is right A-Galois if and only if it is a Galois extension 
with Galois group G (cf. [9, p. 682; 16, p. 6561). 
Right A-Galois extensions are studied in [9, 163 in case A is finitely 
generated. We summarize the main results. 
(1.4) THEOREM [9, (1.7), (1.8); 16, Satz 1.11. Let A be a finitely 
generated projective Hopf algebra, and let B/C be a right A-extension. 
Assume the map /? ( 1.1) is surjective. 
(1) fi is bijective, hence B/C is right A-Galois, 
(2) The map 
p’:BOcB+BQA, /?‘(bOb’)=x &,b’Ob,,, 
is also bijective, 
(3) B is finitely generated projective as a left C-module and as a right 
C-module. 
Item (2) is a consequence of the bijectivity of the antipode [9, (l.l)]. 
(1.5) THEOREM [9, (1.9), (l.lO)]. Let B/C be a right A-Galois exten- 
sion. If A is finitely generated projective, the following are equivalent : 
(i) C is a direct summand of the right C-module B, 
(ii) C is a direct summand of the left C-module B, 
(iii) B is a faithfully flat right C-module, 
(iv) B is a faithfully flat left C-module. 
If C is commutative, these equivalent conditions hold true. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is generalized by using the concept of 
integrals. 
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(1.6) DEFINITION [7]. Let B be a right A-comodule algebra. A right 
A-comodule map 4: A + B is called an integral. If qS( 1) = 1, it is called a 
total integral. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION [7, p. 21491. Assume the Hopf algebra A has a 
bijective antipode, and let B/C be a right A-Galois extension. 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a total integral A + B, 
(ii) C is a direct summand of the right C-module B, 
(iii) C is a direct summand of the left C-module B. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a total integral 4: A + B such that #(A) c BC, the 
centralizer of C in B, 
(ii) C is a direct summand of the C-bimodule B. 
We have (i) =z- (ii) in (b) without the assumption on the antipode of A. 
In fact, the trace map 
(1.8) tr,: B+ C, b(b) = c b&4WclJ) 
is a C-bimodule map which is identity on C. By abuse of language, we say 
4: A + BC is a total integral to mean (b)(i) above. 
For example, if A = R[G] a group algebra and B = @ ,,E o B, a 
G-graded algebra with B, = C, then (b)(ii) of (1.7) is obviously true, and 
(b)(i) is also true with 4: A + R defined by #(b) = dl,, 0 E G. On the other 
hand, if A = R[G]* with a finite group G, there is an example of a right 
A-Galois extension such that (i)-(iv) of (1.5) or (i)-(iii) of (1.7)(a), do not 
hold [9, p. 6821. 
The following example is hopefully new. 
(1.9) EXAMPLE. A is generated by a primitive element z, and B is the 
non-commutative algebra presented by four generators u, v, u’, v’ and four 
relations 
uv = 0, uv’ = 1, U’V = - 1, u’v’ = 0. 
We can define an algebra map p : B--f B@ A by setting p(u) = u @I 1 + 
u’@z, p(v)=v@l+v’@z, p(u’)=u’@l, and p(v’)=v’@l. (B,p) is a 
right A-comodule algebra. Put C = B, as usual. Then fi : B mc B + B 6 A is 
surjective since B(z.4” 6 v”) = 18 z”. Therefore, B/C is a right A-Galois 
extension if, for example, A is finitely generated projective. A typical 
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example of such A is R[X]/(P(X)), w h ere R is of prime characteristic p 
and P(X) is a manic p-polynomial. There is no total integral A -+ B if 1 and 
z form a free base of the R-module A/z*A (for example, A = R[X]/( P(X)) 
with a manic p-polynomial P(X) without a linear term). In this case, C is 
not a direct summand of the right or left C-module B by (1.7)(a). Indeed, if 
4: A -+ B is a total integral, t = 4(z) will satisfy p(t) = t @ 1 + 1 Oz. The 
algebra A/z*A is identified with R[X]/(X*), hence a derivation d: B + B is 
defined by p(b) = b @ 1 + d(b) @ z mod B @ z*A, b E B. It will follow that 
d(t) = 1. But every element of B can be written uniquely as a linear 
combination of words of the form 
and the length of words is preserved by d. Hence, there is no element t E B 
with d(t) = 1, a contradiction. 
When we deal with a left A-extension E/F instead of right, the map 
corresponding to p (1.1) is denoted by 
(1.10) y:E@,E-+A@E, Y(~oY)=~+l,6x(o,Y. 
Hence the extension E/F is left A-Galois if y is bijective. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF Mi 
Let B be a right A-comodule algebra with C= B,, where A is a Hopf 
algebra. The category of relative Hopf modules M$ introduced in [ 51 
plays a role in this paper. We review the definition of the category. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. An object of Mg is a right A-comodule and a right 
B-module M such that the comodule structure map p,+,: M + M@ A is 
right semilinear with respect o pe, namely, we have 
A map of Mi is a linear map which is an A-comodule map and a 
B-module map. 
(2.2) EXAMPLE. A = R[G] a group algebra. B = @ ,,= G B,. The 
category M g is precisely the category of G-graded right B-modules 
c12, p. 31. 
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(2.3) EXAMPLE. A = R[G]* with a finite group G. For B as in (1.3), the 
category Mg consists of right B-modules M on which G acts semilinearly 
from the left in the sense 
o(mb) = a(m) o(b), aEG,mEM,bEB. 
Let M, be the category of right C-modules. There is a pair of adjoint 
functors [7, p. 21471 
(2.4) M,+ M;, VI+ VO, B, 
(2.5) M;+Mc, M-MO= (mEMIpw(m)=m@l}. 
In (2.4), the comodule structure of VOc B is given by 
The functor (2.4) is left adjoint to (2.5). The adjunctions are given as 
(2.6) I’-+ (VO, B),, VHU@l, 
(2.7) M,@cB-+M, m,@bbmm,b. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. If (2.7) is an isomorphism for all ME Mg, we say we 
have the weak structure theorem for M<. If in addition (2.6) is an 
isomorphism for all V E M =, we say we have the strong structure theorem 
for Mg. 
(2.9) Fact [7, p. 21481. If we have the weak structure theorem for Mi, 
then B/C is a right A-Galois extension. 
The extension B/C is called right A-cleft if there is a *-invertible integral 
(6: A + B, where * denotes the convolution product in Hom(A, B). We 
have shown [S] that the strong structure theorem for MA, is true for A-cleft 
extensions: 
(2.10) THEOREM [S, Theorem 9, p. SlO]. Zf there is a *-invertible 
integral 4: A + B, we have the strong structure theorem for M$. 
In this theorem, A need not have an antipode. The inverse to (2.7) is 
given by 
M-*M,O,B, m --) C m(,,~-1(m(,,)O~(m(2,). 
where 4-l denotes the *-inverse of 4. In particular, 
481/121/2-16 
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(2.11) THEOREM. Let B/C be a right A-Galois extension for a Hopf 
algebra A. 
(a) rf B is a jlat left C-module, then we have the weak structure 
theorem for M i , 
(b) If there is a total integral 4 : A + BC, then we have the strong 
structure theorem for M g. 
Proof: We prepare some maps. 
(2.12) J:A@A+AQA, 6(a’Qa)=Ca’a(,,Qa(2,. 
This is bijective with inverse F’(a’@a) = C a’S(a(,J)Oa(2). For ME Mi, 
This is bijective since we may identify Bw= MOB /3. We also use the 
induced isomorphism 
/I’*‘: (M@A)@cB+M@A@A 9 8(2’(mQaQb)=Cmb(~,QaQb(,,. 
We have a commutative diagram: 
The upper components of the two double-arrows correspond with each 
other, and so do the lower ones. The bottom sequence is exact as is seen by 
following p 0 A and M@A with ZOZ0.s. The upper sequence is exact if B 
is a flat left C-module. This proves (a). 
Let us denote by (M@, B)O the kernel of the upper double-arrow 
M@I~B 3 (M@A)@, B in (2.13). It consists of all Cimi@biEM@c B 
such that C,p,(m,) @ bi = C,(m,@ 1) 6 bi. Assume there is a total integral 
$: A+BC. For MEM$ the trace map 
tr,: M+M,, trdm) = 1 m(0)W(m(,J) 
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is right C-linear, and is the identity on M,,. An easy computation shows 
that tr, @ B: (MBc B), + M,, Bc B gives an inverse to the canonical map 
M,,Bc B+ (MBc B),. Hence, in this case, the top sequence of (2.13) is 
exact. It follows that (2.7) is an isomorphism for all ME M$. In case 
M= VacB for some VEM,, we have tr,(u@b)=u@tr,(b)= 
u tr,(b)@ 1 for DE V, bE B with tr, of (1.8). In particular, for 
m=Ciui@biEMO, we have m = tr,Jm) = C vi tr,(b,) @ 1. This means 
V@ trB: (I’@, B), + V gives an inverse to (2.6). This completes the proof 
of (b). Q.E.D. 
If A is finitely generated projective, then B is a flat left and right 
C-module by (1.4). Hence we have: 
(2.14) COROLLARY. If B/C is a right A-Galois extension for a finitely 
generated projective Hopf algebra A, then we have the weak structure 
theorem for M g. 
For example, if A = R[G] a group algebra, there is a total integral 
4: A+R (below (1.8)), hence we may use (2.11)(a). It follows if 
B= 0aso B, is a strongly G-graded algebra with C= B1, then the 
category of G-graded right B-modules is equivalent to M, (cf. [12, 
Theorem 1.3.4, p. 161). If A = R[G]* with a finite group, we conclude from 
(2.14) that for a Galois extension of algebras B/C with Galois group G, if G 
acts semilinearly on a right B-module M, then we have M z M,Oc B, 
where 
M,= {mEMIo(m)=m,VaoG}, 
a well-known property for Galois extensions. 
3. THE MIYASHITA-ULBRICH ACTION- 
AN APPROACH BY THE X-METHOD 
Let B/C be a strongly G-graded extension. Miyashita [lo] shows that 
the group G acts naturally as algebra automorphisms of BC, the centralizer 
of C in B, which are called Miyashita automorphisms [15, 171. Ulbrich 
[ 161 shows more generally, for a right A-Galois extension B/C for a Hopf 
algebra A, that there is a natural measuring action BC 6 A + BC for which 
the subalgebra of invariants is Z(B), the center of B. When A = R[G], a 
group algebra, this reduces to the Miyashita action. In this section, we give 
a different approach based on the k-isomorphism (3.2) to the Miyashita- 
Ulbrich action. If the Hopf algebra A is finitely generated projective, BC is a 
left A*-comodule algebra. We show B/C is a separable extension if and 
only if there is a total integral A* --) BC. 
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We use the following notation throughout the section: 
Notation. A a Hopf algebra, E an algebra, B/C a right A-Galois exten- 
sion, c(: B + E an algebra map. We write 
bx = cr(b)x, xb = XCI( u), b E B, x E E. 
This makes E into a B-bimodule. We put 
EC= {x~Elcx=xc, VceC}. 
Similarly, EB denotes the centralizer of B. 
We apply the functor Horn,-( -, E) to the left B-isomorphism 
/3: BQ,BrB@A (1.1) to get 
(3.1) n: Hom(A, E)rHom,(B, E), df)(b) = 1 b(o) f(b,,,). 
Note that this is an isomorphism of C-bimodules. Here, the C-bimodule 
structure of Hom(A, E) comes from the C-bimodule E, and that of 
Horn,-(B, E) comes from the right C-modules B and E. Hence, K induces 
an isomorphism 
(3.2) K : Hom(A, EC) r Horn,- c(B, E). 
(3.3) DEFINITION. For x E EC, we define a linear map 
x( ):A+EC, a++x’ 
by the rule 71(x( ‘)(b) = xb, b E B. 
Note that b H xb, B -+ E is a C-bimodule map. 
(3.4) THEOREM. ( 1) The linear map x( ) : A + EC for x E EC is charac- 
terized by 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(2) If j?(Cib,!@bi)= l@a with aEA, we have 
c b(xb, = xp, x E EC. 
(3) The map XHX( ), EC+H om(A, EC) is an algebra map with 
conoolution product in Hom(A, EC). 
(4) The map x0 a H xa, EC@ A + EC makes EC into a right 
A-module. 
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(5) EC ’ 1s a right A-module algebra whose subalgebra of invariants 
is EB. 
Proof. (1) is another formulation of (3.3). (2) Follows directly from (1). 
(Note that Ulbrich [16, (2.1)] uses (3.6) as the definition of x’.) (3) For x, 
y E EC and b E B, it follows from (3.5) that 
xyb = c xb(,, yb”’ = c bcOpb(‘)ybc2). 
This means (xy)’ ) = x( ) * y’ ). Similarly we have 1( ) = E. (4) Taking the 
/?-map (1.1) twice, we get a left B-isomorphism 
From this, we get similarly as before an isomorphism 
?I”:H~~(A@A, EC)+Hom,-.(B@=B, E), 
n”(f )(dO e) = 1 d(o) qOjf (% 8 ed. 
For x E EC, d, e E B, we have from (3.5) that 
We = c d(+ d(‘)e = c 40) e(& 41) 41) 1 
= x(de) = cdcoj e(+ (4lMl)) . 
This means if we put 
fl(a 0 a’) = (xT’, f2(a@ a’) = x0”, a, a’E A 
then we have n”(fi)=d’(f2). Hence (x*)~‘=x~~‘. On the other hand, we 
have x1=x since xl =x= lx’. (5) For XEE~, x”=s(a)xfor all aeA ifand 
only if x(x’ ‘) = R(E( )x). i.e., xb = bx for all b E B. Thus the subalgebra of 
invariants is ED Q.E.D. 
If B= E and LY = idenity, we have the right A-module algebra BC 
[ 16, (2.1)]. If C = R, or more generaly, if a(C) c Z(E), the center of E, then 
we have the right A-module algebra E for which the subalgebra of 
invariants is EB. This is precisely [ 16, (3.1)] in the left version. Thus, our 
approach covers both actions of Ulbrich in a unified way. 
(3.7) EXAMPLE. A= R[G], a group algebra. B= BoEGB,, a strongly 
G-graded algebra with B, = C (1.2). cr(B,), rr E G form a Clifford system in 
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E in the sense of [17]. For o E G, take xi b( 0 bi E B,-I 0 c B, such that 
zi b(b, = 1. We have from (3.6) that 
x0 = c b;xb,, XEE~. 
This action is precisely the action of [ 17, Theorem 2.11. We also have 
xb = bxb, bEB,,xEE= 
by (3.5). Hence, if B= E, this gives the so-called Miyashita automorphisms 
c 15, (Q)l. 
(3.8) EXAMPLE. A = R[G]* with a finite group G. B/C is a finite Galois 
extension with Galois group G (1.3). Theorem (3.4) tells EC is a left R[G]- 
comodule algebra, namely, a G-graded algebra @ bE G(EC), with 
(E’)i = EB. The grading 
4x)= c @lx,, x E EC, x, E (EC), 
OEG 
is defined by the condition 
xb= c a(b)x,, bgB 
(IEG 
by (3.4)( 1). It follows that we have 
(EC),= {x&cIxb=a(b)x,VbeB} 
(hence (EC), = EB) and that EC is their direct sum. 
(3.9) EXAMPLE. A/R is a right A-Galois extension with comoule struc- 
ture A. The /?-map is S of (2.12). For an algebra map CI: A + E, the right 
action of A on E is the so-called adjoint action 
xa = C S(a,,,) xq2), XEE,~EA. 
This extension has a *-invertible integral I: A + A. More generally, if the 
right A-Galois extension B/C has a *-invertible integral 4: A + B, then the 
right action of A on EC is given by 
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This follows from (3.6), since we have 
8-‘(1s~)=C~-‘(~(l,)~~(~(*,) (above (2.11)). 
(3.10) EXAMPLE. Take (B@ A, p) as (E, LX). For x E BC and a’ E A, we 
have x @ a’ E (B @ A)‘. The right A-action on this element is described by 
(x@u’)“=C x”‘*‘@s(a(,)) U’Q(3), UEA. 
In fact, we have only to check (3.5). For b E B, we have 
(x @ a’) p(b) = 1 xb@, 63 u’b(,, = c bc,,x6’3’ @ b,$(b,z,) a’bc4) 
= 1 p(bco))(xb(2)@ W,,,) a’b& 
This proves the formula. 
We say BC is a subcomodule of the A-comodule B if the canonical map 
Bc@ A -V B@ A is injective and the restriction of p to Bc factors through 
it. For example, if A is projective, this does hold. The action of A on EC is 
natural in E. Hence, p : BC + BC @ A 4 (B @ A)’ is a right A-module map. 
This yields: 
(3.11) PROPOSITION (cf. [16, Satz 2.21). Zf BC is a subcomodufe of the 
A-comodule B, we have 
PW) =c +3p(2)@ W(l)) x(l q3)9 XEB~,UEA. 
Similarly, by taking x E C and a’ = 1 in (3.10), we get: 
(3.12) PROWSITION. Zf C is commutative and A is cocommututive, then 
C is a submodule of the A-module BC. 
If A is finitely generated projective, then BC is a left A*-comodule 
algebra as well as a right A-comodule algebra. Recall that a total integral 
A + BC exists if and only if C is a direct summand of the C-bimodule B 
(1.7)(b). We show that a total integral A* + BC exists if and only if the 
extension B/C is separable in the sense: 
(3.13) DEFINITION. The extension of algebras B/C is called separable if 
the multiplication ps: B Oc B + B has a section which is a B-bimpdule 
map. Such a section, called a separability section for B/C, is obviously in 
l-l correspondence with an element in (B Bc B)’ A pi ‘( 1). 
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(3.14) THEOREM. Assume the Hopf algebra A is finitely generated projec- 
tive. B/C is separable if and only if there is a total integral A* + BC. More 
precisely, there is a 1-I correspondence between separability sections o and 
total integrals 4: A* -+ BC. 
ProoJ We use the isomorphism p’: BOc BZ B@ A of (1.4)(2). A 
separability section a E (BQ, B)Bn cl; ‘( 1) corresponds by fl’ to an 
element 4 E B 0 A such that 
d(bQl)=p(bM VbEB and (B@&)(4) = 1. 
By taking b E C, we see 4 E BC @ A. If we write I$ = Ci xi 0 ai, we must have 
c b~oJx~(‘)@ai=~ b~,,xi@b~,,aj, Vbe B. 
i i 
By considering the rc-isomorphism (3.2) for E = B@ A as in Example 
(3.10), we see this is equivalent to 
Cx~@ai=~Xi@aai, ‘JaEA. 
i i 
This is equivalent to saying 4: A* + Bc is a right A-module map, or a left 
A*-comodule map, i.e., an integral. We have (B@&)(d) = 1 if and only if 
d(e) = 1. This establishes the required l-l correspondence a ++ 4. Q.E.D. 
(3.15) EXAMPLE. For a finitely generated projective Hopf algebra A, if 
there is a total integral A* -+ R, i.e., a left integral A E A [13] with 
s(A) = 1, then every right A-Galois extension B/C is separable. For exam- 
ple, this does hold for A = RIG]* with a finite group G (see above (1.9)). 
Hence, every finite Galois extension of non-commutative rings in the 
classical sense is separable, as is well known. 
(3.16) EXAMPLE. A = R[G] with a finite group G. The right A-module 
A* has a free base A which is the total integral a H 6i,, a E G, and we have 
1 =CoEG A L a. B/C is now a strongly G-graded extension. A right A- 
module map 4: A* + Bc is determined by t = &A). Q is a total integral if 
and only if C,, G tb = 1. If such t exists, its l-component works, too. Hence 
B/C is separable if and only if there is t E Z(C) such that C,, G t0 = 1 [15, 
Sat2 2.21. 
4. GENERALIZED #-PRODUCTS AND GALOIS CONTEXTS 
The Hopf algebra A is finitely generated projective throughout the 
section. 
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If we are given a right A-Galois extension B/C and an algebra map 
CI : B + E, then EC is a right A-module algebra, i.e., a left A*-comodule 
algebra (Section 0), with invariants EB (3.4)(5), i.e., EC/EB becomes a 
left A *-extension (Section 1). For x E EC, (3.4)( 1) means the comodule 
structure A(x) = C x( _ i) @ xc,,) E A * @ EC is uniquely determined by the 
condition 
xb=C (x,- I), b,,,) b(o)+,,, VbEB. 
This formula, which is a restatement of (3.5), has a nice understanding 
from the viewpoint of generalized #-products [ 14, Sect. 8-J: 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let B be a right A-comodule algebra and let V be a 
left A *-comodule algebra. We put B # V= B@ V. This is an associative 
algebra with unit 1 # 1 and with multiplication 
(b # x)(c # Y) =I (X(-I), C(I)) bqo, # x(o) Y, b,cEB,x, y~v. 
This concept permits us not only to understand (4.1) naively but also to 
deal with the right and left versions in a unified way: 
(4.3) THEOREM. (a) For a right A-Galois extension B/C and an algebra 
map a: B + E, there is a unique comodule structure I: EC + A* @ EC, 
namely, the one defined above, which makes ECJEB into a left A*-extension 
and the product 
B # Ec+E, b # xHbx 
into an algebra map. 
(b) For a left A*-Galois extension C/B’ and an algebra map 
a’ : C’ + E, there is a unique comodule structure p: E* + EB’ @I A which 
makes EB’/EC’ into a right A-extension and the product 
EN # c’+E, b#Xt-,bx 
into an algebra map. 
Part (a) follows from (4.1) and (4.2), and (b) is similar. 
(B/C, EC/EB) and (E”‘/E”, C/B’) form weak Galois contexts in E in the 
following sense: 
(4.4) DEFINITION. Let E be an algebra. By a weak Galois context in E 
for A, we mean a set of data (B/C, C/B’, a, a’), where B/C is a right 
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A-extension, C/B is a left A*-extension, and B -+’ Et ” C’ are algebra 
maps such that the product 
B#C’-,E, b # x++ cc(b) a’(x) 
is an algebra map, i.e., we have 
xb=C <xc-,,, b ,,) bc,,+o,, bEB,xEC’. 
If b E C or x E B’, it follows that xb = bx. Hence a(B) and a’(B’) commute 
with each other, and so do a(C) and a’(@). 
If the algebra maps a and a’ are known from the context, for example, 
inclusions, we simply say we have a weak Galois context (B/C, C’IB’) in E. 
Sometimes, it will be unnecessary to specify the invariants C and B’. In 
such a case, we say we have a weak Galois context (B, c’, a, a’). 
If B/C is a right A-Galois extension and C’/B’ is a left A*-Galois exten- 
sion, we say (B/C, C/B’, a, u’) is a Galois context in E for A. 
Our Galois context looks like the context studied in Miyashita [ll]. 
The following theorem yields a procedure to make a new Galois context by 
taking the centralizers from a given Galois context, together with some 
double centralizer property. A similar phenomenon occurs in the main 
results of [ 111. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let (B/C, C/B’, a, a’) be a Galois context for A in a 
algebra E. 
(1) a: B + EF is an A-comodule map, and a’ : c’ + EC is an A *-co- 
module map. 
(2) We have EC’ Qc B z EB’ and Cl@,. EB z EC by the multiplication. 
(3) The weak Galois contexts (B/C, EC/EB, u, incl.) and (EB’IEc, 
C’IB’, incl., a’) are Galois contexts. 
Proof (1) Follows directly from (4.3), taking into account the algebra 
map B # c’ -+ E. (2) EB’ has a natural structure as an object in M<. Since 
(EB’)O is E”, it follows from (2.14) that EC’ @c B z EB’. Similarly, we have 
C’QF EBzEC. (3) W e show that the p-map for EFIEc is an 
isomorphism. Applying EB @ B( - ) to the left B-isomorphism /I: B @I c B z 
B@ A, we get EB’ @ c B z EB’ @ A. On the other hand, we have by (2) that 
We see easily that the composite EB’ @EC’ EB’ z EB’ @ A is precisely the 
p-map for EB’/Ec. Similarly, EC/EB is a left A*-Galois extension. Q.E.D. 
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(4.6) EXAMPLE (due to the referee). Let G be a cyclic group of order n 
with a fixed generator cr. Let B/R be a G-Galois extension (i.e., A = R[G]*) 
and u E U(R) be a unit. Then we may form the cyclic algebra 
E = (B, u, cr) = @ 7:: By’, where y” = u, yx = a(x)y for x E B. If c’ denotes 
the R-subalgebra generated by y, which is fully G-graded by assigning y 
the degree 6, then we get the following Galois context for A: (B/R, C/R, 
incl., incl.). Applying (3) of Theorem (4.5), we get the two associated 
Galois contexts (B/R, E/B, incl., id.) and (E/C’, C/R, id., incl.). 
5. GALOIS CONTEXTS AND (RELATIVE) AZUMAYA ALGEBRA 
The Hopf algebra A is finitely generated projective throughout the 
section. 
An algebra E is called an Azumaya algebra if it is central separable in the 
sense of [4], or equivalently if the module E is a progenerator and the 
E-bimodule E induces an isomorphism of algebras E” = E @ EoP z End(E) 
[4, Theorem 3.4, p. 521. 
If B/C is a right A-Galois extension, we have a left A*-extension 
B’/Z(B), hence a weak Galois context (B/C, B’/Z(B)) in B for A. 
Obviously, this takes the form (B/C, B’/R) if and only if the algebra B is 
central. We are interested in the relation between the condition that B is an 
Azumaya algebra and the condition that we have a Galois context 
(B/C, B’/R), i.e., the left A*-extension B’/Z(B) is Galois with RrZ(B). 
First, we reproduce a solution by Ulbrich [16]. 
(5.1) THEOREM [16, Satz 2.71. Let B/C be a right A-Galois extension 
such that C is a direct summand of the left (or right) C-module B (cf (1.5), 
(1.7)(a)). The following are equivalent: 
(i) B is an Azumaya algebra, 
(ii) the module B is finitely generated projective, BC/R is a left 
A*-Galois extension, and we have B@,+ Bg Hom(C, B). 
We study the problem under a slightly stronger assumption, i.e., we 
assume C is a direct summand of the C-bimodule B. This is equivalent to 
saying there is a total integral 4: A + BC (1.7)(b). Instead, we can avoid 
the condition BBBc B z Hom(C, B). (This condition seems close to (i) as 
the proof of [16, Satz 2.71 shows.) 
(5.2) THEOREM. Let BJC be a right A-Galois extension such that C is a 
direct summand of the C-bimodule B. The following are equivalent: 
(i) B is an Azumaya algebra, 
(ii) C is a separable algebra and BC/R is a left A*-Galois extension. 
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ProoJ: (i)* (ii). We put B” = B@ Bop and C” = CO Cop. The Be- 
module B is projective by assumption, and the C’-module B’ is projective 
by (1.4)(3). Hence the C”-module B is projective. Since C is a direct sum- 
mand of the P-module B, it is projective, too, hence C is a separable 
algebra. The rest follows from (i) * (ii) of (5.1), but we give a direct proof. 
It is not hard to show that 
(B@ B)=‘% Bc@ BC. 
This follows from Horn.,, cE (C Q C, B 0 B) r Horn&C, B) 0 
Horn&C, B). Hence, the algebra isomorphism B@ BoP z End(B) yields 
Bc@ (Bc)Op g End,-,-(B), which embeds into a commutative diagram: 
Bc@ BCr End,-,(B) 
1~ (1.10) ?,,I n (3.2) 
A* Q BC s Hom(A, BC). 
It follows that the y-map for BC/R is bijective, and we have a left A*-Galois 
extension BC/R since B is central. 
(ii) * (i). As in the proof of Theorem (4.5)(2), Es, which is BR = B, 
has a natural structure as an object of Mi with invariant submodule 
EC’ = BBC. As this natural structure on EF = B is the given one on B, its 
module of invariants is C. Hence we have 
C = BBC, 
which tells C and BC have the common center Z. There is a total integral 
4: A + BC by (1.7)(b), and the existence of 4 implies BC is a separable 
algebra in view of (3.14) applied to the left A*-Galois extension BC/R. 
Thus C and BC are both separable algebras, hence Azumaya Z-algebras [4, 
Theorem 3.8, p. 551. Z is a direct summand of the R-progenerator Bc [4, 
Lemma 3.1, p. 511, hence it is an R-progenerator, too. So, we have only to 
show ZQ B is an Azumaya Z-algebra. Since the left C-module B is a 
progenerator (1.5), (1.7), the Z-algebras C and Endc-(B)OP are Morita 
equivalent with each other. Since the Z-algebra C is Azumaya, so is the 
Z-algebra End,-(B). On the other hand, the pair (B/C, BC/R) is a Galois 
context in any overalgebra E of B. Take E = End(B). We have a Galois 
context (B/C, EC/EB) in E, together with 
BcQEBzEc 
by (4.5). This is a Z-algebra isomorphism 
Bc@ Bop r End,-(B). 
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Since BC and End,- (B) are Azumaya Z-algebras, it follows that 28 B is 
an Azumaya Z-algebra. This means B is an Azumaya algebra. Q.E.D. 
(5.3) EXAMPLE. A = R[G] with a finite group G. B/C is a strongly 
G-graded extension. Obviously, C is a direct summand of the C-bimodule 
B. Hence B is an Azumaya algebra if and only if C is separable and BC/R is 
a Galois extension with Galois group G [ 15, Satz 3.5, p. 1421. 
(5.4) EXAMPLE. A = R[G]* with a finite group G. B/C is a Galois 
extension with Galois group G. A total integral 4 : A + BC exists if and only 
if there is t E BC with CosG o(t) = 1. If this is the case, B is an Azumaya 
algebra if and only if C is separable and the G-grading on BC of (3.8) is 
strong. 
Next we turn to the relative case. 
(5.5) DEFINITION. Let Z be a commutative algebra which is a 
progenerator. Let E 2 Z be an extension of algebras such that the left 
Z-module E is a progenerator. We say E is a Z/R-Azumaya algebra if the 
following equivalent conditions are true [ 14, Theorem 4.5, p. 4591: 
(i) E is an Azumaya algebra and Z = EZ, 
(ii) EQzEgHom(Z, E), (x@y)(z)=xzy, x, GEE, ZEZ. 
(5.6) THEOREM (Going Down). Let BfC be a right A-Galois extension. 
Assume C is commutative and it is a subcomodule of the left A*-comodule 
BC. (If A is cocommutative, this is the case by (3.12).) The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) C is a progenerator and B is a C/R-Azumaya algebra, 
(ii) C/R is a left A*-Galois extension. 
Proof: The left C-module B and the right C-module B are 
progenerators (1.5). In both conditions, the module C is a progenerator. In 
particular, C/R is left A*-Galois if the map y : C @ C + A* @I C (1.10) is an 
isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram 
BQ,B (5.5)b Hom(C, B)=Hom-,(C@C, B) 
IIt fl 
I I 
Horn-d?. B) 
B@A = Hom(A*, B) = Horn-&A* 0 C, B), 
whichtellsB@,B~Hom(C,B)ifandonlyify:C@Ck’A*@C. Q.E.D. 
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(5.7) THEOREM (Going Up) [16, Satz 3.11. Let C/R be a commutative 
left A*-Galois extension. (Then C is a progenerator and A is cocom- 
mutative.) Let BI> C be an extension of algebras. (Note that B (= BR) has a 
natural structure of a right A-comodule algebra with invariant subalgebra Bc 
( 3 C).) The following are equivalent : 
(i) B is a C/R-Azumaya algebra, 
(ii) B/C is a right A-Gaiois extension. 
If the equivalent conditions of (5.6) or (5.7) hold, we have a Galois 
context of the form (B/C, C/R). 
(5.8) COROLLARY. rf we have a Galois context of the form (B/C, C/R), 
then C is commutative and a progenerator, and B is a C/R-Azumaya algebra. 
6. MEASURING ACTIONS ON AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS 
Let E 1 C be an extension of algebras. We ask whether every measuring 
action EC@ A -S EC comes from a right A-Galois extension B/C and an 
algebra map u: B + E over C. We solve this question affirmatively when E 
is an Azumaya algebra and the right C-module E is a progenerator. With 
this assumption we show there is a l-l correspondence between an 
isomorphism class of pairs (B/C, a) as above and a measuring action 
EC @ A + EC. If we take C = R, it follows that every right measuring action 
of a Hopf algebra A on the Azumaya algebra E comes from a right Galois 
extension B/R and an algebra map a: B + E, and the pair (B/R, a) is 
uniquely determined up to isomorphisms. 
Notation. A is a Hopf algebra and E ZI C an extension of algebras such 
that the right C-module E is faithfully flat. 
We introduce the following category G$E: 
(6.1) DEFINITION. An object of G$E is a triple (B, i, a), where B is a 
right A-Galois extension of the invariants B,, i: Cr BO an algebra 
isomorphism, and a : B + E and algebra map. As usual, we let B stand for 
the triple (B, i, u) and we consider i and a as the structure maps. Let B, 
and B, be two objects in G$E with structures (iI, ~1,) and (i2, ~1~). A map 
f:B1+Bz in G$E means f is an A-comodule algebra map such that 
foi,=i, and a,=a,oJ: 
For an object BE GA,,E, we put 
(6.2) a: B+E@A, a(b) =I @,o,)@b,,,. 
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This is a A-comodule algebra map, inducing a left E-isomorphism 
(6.3) q:EQ.BrEQA, ?(xQbb)=Cxb,o,Qb,,, 
which is identified with EQe /I. It follows in particular that EQc Cr is 
injective, hence E is injective. 
We denote by Meas(EC, A) the set of all measuring actions 
EC Q A + EC. By Theorem (3.4), the object B E G $ E determines an element 
in Meas(EC, A), which we denote by L B. Thus the action L B is charac- 
terized (3.5) by 
(6.4) xb = 1 b&x L is b,,,h xEEC, bEB. 
Iff:B,+B,isamapinG AdE it is easy from (6.4) to see Lo, = L B2. In 
addition, every map in G$E is an isomorphism. This follows since we have 
v,=tlz~(EQcf) 
with vi the q-map (6.3) of Bi. 
Let G$ E denote the set of isomorphism classes [B J of objects B E G $ E. 
We have a map 
(6.5) L-B1 H L [B]= LB, GA,, E --t Meas(EC, A). 
The main theorem (6.20) tells that the map (6.5) is a bijection if E is an 
Azumaya algebra and the right C-module E is a progenerator. 
We show in each isomorphism class [B] E G$ E that there is a canonical 
representative W E [B] such that W c EQ A. 
(6.6) LEMMA. Let W c EQ A be a subalgebra containg C ( = CQ R). 
Assume the map 
(6.7) q:EQ.g-+EQA, q(xQb)= (xQ 1)b 
is an isomorphism. Then the canonical map Sd Q A + (EQ A) Q A is 
injective. 
Proof. This is checked by applying EQc ( - ) and by composing with 
pLE Q A Q A, where pE : EQ, E + E is the multiplication. Q.E.D. 
Thus for such a subalgebra a as in (6.6), the condition that W is a sub- 
comodule of the A-comodule EQ A makes sense. The comodule structure 
of EQA is EQA. 
(6.8) DEFINITION. A subalgebra a c EQ A is right Galois ouer C if 
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92 C, it satisfies the condition of (6.6), and it is a subcomodule of the 
A-comodule E Q A. 
Such a LAY is a right A-comodule algebra with comodule stucture 
p=EQAJ@, and th ere are canonical algebra maps 
(6.9) i: C+@O, i(c)=cQl and cc:L8+E,a=EQE(, 
(6.10) PROPOSITION. Zf 3 is a subalgebra of E Q A which is right Galois 
over C, then it is an object in G$ E with structure (6.9). 
Proof The &map (6.2) for 9 is simply the inclusion 99 4 EQ A, hence 
the q-map (6.3) for W is the same as the q-map (6.7) (whence our abuse of 
notation). Taking the q-isomorphism twice we get an isomorphism 
qc2): EQ,SYQ,@zEQAQA, 
xQbQdHCxb (o)d(o)Qbu)Qd(w 
We are going to show that the P-map for B/C is an isomorphism and 
i: C z go. We have a commutative diagram 
EQcaQcg “” b EQAQA 
I 
E@c B 2! E@6 (2.12) - 
I 
EQcBQA “g”b EQAQAA, 
which tells that fi is an isomorphism since the right C-module E is faithfully 
flat. Since q is an isomorphism of A-comodules, it induces an isomorphism 
of the invariants 
T/: EQcL2JozEQR, 
which means i: C E Bo. Q.E.D. 
(6.11) EXAMPLE. A = R[G], a group algebra. 99 c EQ A is a sub- 
comodule if and only if 9 is of the form @ asGBa @ 0 with submodules 
B, c E. If this is the case, 8 is a subalgebra which is right Galois over C if 
and only if we have B, B, = B,, and B1 = C, i.e., B,, 0 E G form a Clifford 
system [17] in E with B, = C. Thus there is a l-l correspondence between 
a subalgebra of EQ A for A = R[G] which is right Galois over C and such 
a Clifford system. 
For an object B E G $“, we have an injective A-comodule algebra map 
CL: B --, EQ A (6.2). Put g = 6(B), which is a subcomodule algebra of 
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E@ A. We have qB= rip 0 (E@), ti), where qB is rl of (6.3) and qg is q of 
(6.7). It follows that g is right Galois over C with a G$+%somorphism 
&: B z 8. It is obvious that if B, z B, in G$E, then -di;(B,) = G( B,), where 
cli is the structure of B,. This proves the following theorem: 
(6.12) THEOREM. There is a l-l correspondence between an isomorphism 
class [B] E G: E and a subalgebra W of E @ A which is right Galois over C, 
given by 
[B] I-+ 93 =8(B) and [W] w 99. 
In other words, each class [B] E G $ E contains a unique subalgebra of E @ A 
which is right Galois over C, i.e., 8(B). 
This theorem permits us to consider G $ E as the set of all subalgebras 
of E @ A which are right Galois over C. In the following we use this 
identification. 
In the following we use the next: 
(6.13) Assumption. E is an Azumaya algebra and the right C-modules 
E is a progenerator. (For example, C = R will do.) 
The canonical isomorphism E@ EoP g End(E) yields E@ (EC)Op g 
End-,(E). Hence M H EBc M is a categorical equivalence from the 
category of left C-modules M onto the category of (E, EC)-bimodules. In 
other words, for every (E, EC)-bimodule P, we have a bimodule 
isomorphism 
(6.14) EOcPorP, xc3 POHXPOT 
where PO= {p~PJxp=px, VXEE~}. 
We are going to construct the inverse of (6.5). Let L : EC@ A + EC be a 
measuring action. We define an (E, EC)-bimodule structure on E@ A 
relative to L as follows: 
(6.15) ~(Y@~z=~xY(z L q,,)@q,,, x, yEE,zEEC,aEA. 
It will be easy to check that this makes E@ A into an (E, EC)-bimodule. 
(6.16) DEFINITION. For a measuring action L E Meas(EC, A) let 9’L be 
(E@ A), reative to the (E, EC)-bimodule structure of (6.15), i.e., 
481/121/2-17 
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This is a submodule of the left C-module E@A and the q-map (6.7) for 
~3~ is an isomorphism by (6.14). 
(6.17) LEMMA. 33‘ is a subalgebra which is right Galois over C. 
Proox It is clear that 10 1~9~. Let Ci ~,@a, and cjWj@ Cje gL. 
We have for z E EC that 
where we use the bimodule structure (6.15), and omit to write indices i, j. 
This means ~i,jy,w,@a,cj~W~, i.e., BL is a subalgebra containing C. 
The (E, EC)-bimodule E@A is a right A-comodule with structure 
p= E@A, and this structure p: E@A +(E@A)@A is an (E, EC)- 
bimodule map as easily checked. Hence BL is mapped into gL @A by p. 
We conclude B.L is a subcomodule algebra satisfying the condition of (6.6). 
Thus it is right Galois over C. Q.E.D. 
(6.18) LEMMA. The measuring action associated with W, E G$ E is L 
itself: 
Proof Let tl,: SYL + E be the structure (6.9) of BL. For 
b=xi yi@aiE3#‘, and ZEE~, we have 
CZyiOai=C Yitz L %j)@ai(z)- 
I I 
Applying EO E, we get 
~ZYi&Cai)=~ YiCz L ai) 
and this means za,(b) =C aL(b&(z L b,,,) (6.4). Hence the original 
action L is associated with BL. Q.E.D. 
(6.19) LEMMA. L-et 9YeGsE and L = Lia. Then L%=B’,. 
ProoJ We have only to prove 9 t BL since E@, 53 = E Bc ~8~ = 
E@ A. For beg, we have b=C a(b&@ b(,, with a of (6.9). Hence for 
ZE EC we have by (6.4) that 
zb = c za(b(,,)) 0 b(,) = c a(b& L b,,)) 8 bc2) = bz. 
This proves 93 c gL. Q.E.D. 
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Lemmas (6.17~(6.19) establish our main result of this section: 
(6.20) THEOREM. Let E be an Azumaya algebra and let Cc E be a sub- 
algebra such that the right C-module E is a progenerator. There is a l-l 
correspondence between a right Galois subalgebra 93 E-G+ E and a measuring 
action L E Meas(EC, A), given by 99 + L ip (6.5) and $49‘ c--l L (6.16). 
This means every measuring action EC@ A + EC comes from a right 
A-Galois extension B/C and an algebra map a : B + E over C, and such a 
pair (B/C, a) is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms in G$E 
We consider the case A = R[G], a group algebra. We have shown (6.11) 
that the set GErGl,E is identified with the set of families {Bbjd E a, where 
B, c E are C-bimodules such that B,B, = B,,, Va, r E G, and BI = C. Such 
a family is identified with a group homomorphism (r H B,, G --f Inv,( E), 
where Inv,(E) is the group of invertible C-bimodules in E (6.21). Thus we 
have 
GRCGI, E = Horn 
C group(G Inv,W). 
(6.21) DEFINITION. The group Inv.(E) consists of all C-bimodules 
Mc E which are invertible in the sense that there is a C-bimodule N c E, 
the inverse of M, such that MN = C= NM. 
On the other hand, it is clear that we have 
Meas(EC, R[G]) = Homgroup(G, Aut(EC)Op) 
with the automorphism group Aut(EC) of the algebra EC. The above 
theorem (6.20) implies there is a canonical bijection 
Horn group(G Inv#)) z Homgroup(G, Aut(EC)op) 
which is obviously natural in G. Hence, this should come from a group 
isomorphism 
Inv,(E) z Aut(EC)Op. 
From our previous arguments, one sees that this isomorphism is given as 
follows: 
(6.22) From Left to Right. For G=Inv,(E), B= eMMEG M has a 
natural structure of a strongly G-graded extension of C, and collecting the 
inclusions M + E one gets an algebra map a : B --, E. The pair (B/C, CL) 
determines a measuring action EC@ R[G] + EC (Miyashita auto- 
morphisms), i.e., the group map Inv,(E) + Aut(EC)Op. 
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(6.23) From Right to Left. For S=AAU~(E~)“~, we use the exponential 
notation x0 E EC for IJ E 3, XE EC. We have only to identify & = 
0 OEfB,Oa of (6.16). It reads 
B,={y~Elzy=y~z,Vz~E~), 
which is in Inv,(E), and 0 c-r B, gives the group map Aut(EC)Op + 
Inv,(E). 
(6.24) COROLLARY. There is a canonical group isomorphism 
Inv,( E) r Aut( Ec)Op 
given by (6.22) and (6.23). 
We say ME Inv,(E) is free if there is u E M with M = Cu = UC. It is easy 
to see u is then a unit in E which normalizes C. Let Nu&C) be the group 
of units in E which normalize C. An automorphism f~ Aut(EC) is inner if 
there is UEN~&C) with f(x)= U-lxu. Then, with the isomorphism 
(6.24), the subgroup of free invertible C-bimodules in E corresponds to the 
subgroup of inner automorphisms. More precisely, for u E Nut,,(C), the 
C-bimodule Cu = UC corresponds to the inner automorphism u-‘( - )u. 
Let T be a commutative algebra. It is easy to see (TO E)T@c = T&I EC. 
It follows from (6.24) that we have a canonical group isomorphism 
(6.25) Inv r~c(T@E)~Aut.(T@EC)op 
which is natural in T. 
Assume there is an augmentation E: T -P R with nilpotent kernel. For an 
invertible T@ C-bimodule M c T Q E, if R @.T M c E is free, e.g., if 
R@,M=Cii=iiC with UEM and ii=l@u~R@~M, then it is obvious 
that M= (T@ C)u = u(C@ T), since EQ C: T@ C+ C has a nilpotent 
kernel. It follows that M is free. This means fe Aut.(T@ EC) is inner (by 
N,(,,.,(T@ C)) if and only if RBTffz Aut(EC) is inner. In particular, if 
R Q r f = id, then f is inner. 
Take T = R[X]/(X”+l) and s(X) = 0. An automorphism f E 
AutAT@ E’ ) with R Or f = id is identified with a higher derivation 
d= {d,, d2, . . . . d,,} of EC of length n as follows: 
f(x) = ‘f X’di(x), x E EC (d,, = id). 
i=O 
We say d is a higher derivation if di are linear and 
d,c(XY)= i di(x)dk-i(Yh l<k<qx,y~E~. 
i=O 
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By the previous argument, there is u = C;=O x’ui E NucrBEE)( TO C) with 
uO = 1 such that f(x) = U-~XU. This proves the following: 
(6.26) COROLLARY. For u = 1 + XI= 1 A%, E TOE with T = R[X]/ 
(p+‘), put 
u-‘xu=x+ i xidY(x), XGE 
i=l 
and d”= {d;, d”;, . . . . 4). Ifdy(C)cC, i=l,..., n, then d” induces a higher 
derivation of EC of length n. Conversely, every higher derivation of EC of 
length n is d” 16 for some u with d:(C) c C, i = 1, . . . . n. 
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